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Indian Film Festival of Los Angeles, Director of
Programming Mike Dougherty

The Indian Film Festival of Los Angeles (IFFLA) is devoted to a greater appreciation of Indian cinema
and culture by showcasing films, supporting emerging filmmakers, recognizing the leadership of
entertainment industry performers and business executives, and promoting the diverse perspectives of the
Indian diaspora. Each year the festival is held at ArcLight Hollywood and features a rich mix of film
programs designed to build and support the growing interest in the Indian entertainment industry. This
includes programming that cultivates an audience for Indian films while supporting filmmakers of Indian
descent in career development as they navigate the larger studio system in Hollywood. IFFLA’s creative
and business programs include the the One-on-One

program where industry professionals from major and independent production and distribution companies
are invited to participate in meetings with the IFFLA filmmakers; and panel discussions with speakers from
the film industry. The 14th Annual Indian Film Festival of Los Angeles (IFFLA) will take place April 6-

10, 2016 at ArcLight Hollywood, the elegant, state-of-the-art facility at Sunset and Vine in Hollywood, and
the festival’s home since its inception. Director of Programming Mike Dougherty join us to talk about the
wide ranging films that will be showcase at this year’s festival.

IFFLA film guide: indianfilmfestival.org/film-guide-2016

In Take Me to the River a Nebraskan family reunion couldn’t seem more backwards to a gay Californian
teenager. If Ryder had his way, he’d choose a moment just like this to come out, the bigger the scene the
better. For his mother’s sake however, Ryder agrees to keep quiet, save parading around the picnic in his
most audacious pair of short-shorts. Ryder’s antics raise dubious eyebrows from his hardened cowboy
relatives, but 9-year-old Molly can’t get enough. She follows her cool California cousin everywhere. After
lunch, they walk to the barn to look for a bird’s nest in the rafters. Their strange encounter, and whatever
happened while the two escaped their family’s watchful eyes, makes Ryder the sudden target of suspicion,
and places him at the center of a long buried family secret. Robin Weigert (Concussion, Synecdoche,
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New York, Deadwood) anchors a superb ensemble cast that includes Richard Schiff (West Wing, The

Automatic Hate), Josh Hamilton (Kicking and Screaming, Frances Ha and Gracepoint) and a
breakout performance by Logan Miller (The Stanford Prison Experiment, Night Moves). Director /

producer / writer Matt Sobel stops by to talk about his stunning, controversial and brilliant feature debut.

Facebook.com/TakeMetotheRiverFilm“Writer-director Matt Sobel’s quietly engaging debut is one of the
great discoveries of the 2015 Sundance Film Festival: His fish-out-of-water observations have a personal
edge — the film is shot partly on his own extended family’s Nebraskan property — but it soon builds to a
place of nightmarish psychosexual revelations.” – Ibad Shah, Indiewire “Superlatively acted culture-clash
indie chillingly evokes primal dread and sexual transgression….” –Ronnie Scheib, Variety “TAKE ME TO
THE RIVER provides a fresh and haunting perspective on the ‘family secrets’ subgenre… the film is
narratively claustrophobic, beautiful, disturbing and ripe.” – John Fink, The Film Stage“….Sobel is worthy of
the title of best new American independent filmmaker.” – Eric Lavalle, Ioncinema


